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LEIBNIZ HOMOLOGY AND THE HILTON-MILNOR THEOREM 
JERRY M. LODDER 
(Receioed 12 June 1995) 
In this paper we continue the investigation into the relation between Leibniz homology and 
loop spaces began in [l]. Defined by Jean-Louis Loday [2,3], Leibniz homology provides 
a non-commutative setting for Lie algebra homology much like cyclic homology is a non- 
commutative version of de Rham cohomology. In a previous paper [l] the author showed 
that for a group ring Q[G], the chain complex for the Leibniz homology of gl(Q[G]) splits 
into a direct sum of complexes, each of which corresponds to a layer in the James model on 
BG. Here gl(R) is the direct limit 
and BG is the classifying space on G. Letting R denote the based loop space and E the 
reduced suspension, the James model on BG is homotopy equivalent o RCBG [4]. 
We now find a geometric interpretation of Loday’s algebraic Kiinneth theorem for 
Leibniz homology. Recall that for Leibniz algebras g and g’, Loday [5] has proved that with 
field coefficients 
f=*(S + 9’) = HL*(g) * HL*(g’) 
where HL, denotes Leibniz homology, * is the free reduced product, and + denotes the 
direct sum. On the level of spaces an identical isomorphism holds for singular homology 
groups, 
H*@C(X v Y)) N iY*@~X) * H*(RZY) 
with field coefficients. Here X v Y is the wedge of two connected, based CW-complexes. 
The Hilton-Milnor theorem establishes a homotopy equivalence, via iterated Samelson 
products, between %E(X v Y) and the Cartesian product of other loop spaces [6]. We show 
how a type of “Samelson product” can be defined on the chain level for Leibniz homology, 
which upon iteration becomes a, the inverse of Loday’s Kiinneth theorem isomorphism. 
Moreover, we trace CI through the geometric onstruction of the author’s previous paper [l] 
and show that on Leibniz homology, a covers the map on singular homology induced by 
the Hilton-Milnor homotopy equivalence. In this sense, the Ktinneth theorem for Leibniz 
homology is an algebraic version of the Hilton-Milnor theorem in homotopy theory. 
For further background on Leibniz homology and Leibniz algebras, the reader is 
referred to papers by Loday [2,5,7], Loday and Pirashvili [3], and Pirashvili [8]. Also see 
Oudom’s paper [9] for additional information about the Ktinneth theorem. In Section 1 we 
discuss the algebra behind Loday’s Ktinneth theorem, and Section 2 contains a geometric 
interpretation. Throughout this paper the direct sum is simply denoted as +. 
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1. THE KONNETH THEOREM FOR LEIBNIZ HOMOLOGY 
Let g and g’ be Leibniz algebras over a field k [3]. Then Loday [S] has shown that 
HL*(S + 9’) = HL,(S)f Hi* 
where * denotes the free reduced product of the graded k-modules H&(g) and HL,(g’). 
Note that if R and S are unital associative algebras over k, then there are natural inclusions 
i:k+R andj:k+S. Let 
R = R/i[k], S = S,‘j[k]. 
By definition 
where the tensor product is taken over k. The free product can be extended to graded 
modules 
M = f Mi, N = f Niy 
i=O i=l 
with MO = k, No = k by using the tensor product of graded modules in the above definition. 
Note that 
&I= 2 Miy iV= f Ni. 
i=l i=l 
Moreover, M is an algebra by declaring i@ to be a square-zero ideal, and similarly for m. 
Recall that HL,(g; k), the Leibniz homology of g with coefficients in k [Z] is given by the 
homology of the complex T(g): 
k z gtg@‘+ . . . +g@@-l)$ g@“‘+ . . . , 
Here d : g@‘” + g@““- ‘) is defined by 
where [ ,] is the Leibniz bracket and (gi, g2, . . . , g,,) E g@“‘. The chain complex for 
HL,(g + g’) is then T(g + g’), where 
for a vector space V. The Leibniz bracket on g + g’ is given by 
[(XI, Yl), (x2, Y2)l = (CXl, x219 CYI, Y21). 
We would like to view Loday’s Kiinneth theorem as a by-product of the Hilton-Milnor 
theorem. The latter states that for connected CW-complexes X and Y with base vertices 
there is a homotopy equivalence [lo, 61 
&RCXxRE(Y v(Y A EZX))-PSE(X v Y). 
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Moreover, Whitehead describes an explicit homotopy equivalence between these spaces [6, 
p. 5221. On the subspaces 
Ezxx (*>, QRc(Y v *), 
8 is, up to homotopy, the inclusion map. On the factor 
RE(* v (Y A EZX)) 
6 is best interpreted in terms of the James model 141. Consider the evident inclusion 
YAXciYAJ(X)“YAQEX, 
and let my: Y + RCY be the map &r(y) = G,,, where 
(Q,(t) = (y, t) E EY. 
Define ax : X + QEX similarly, and let 
(ar,ax):Y nX-+flIE(Xv Y) 
be the Samelson product [6, pp. 457,467]. Recall that this product is first defined on the 
Cartesian product f : Y x X + EE(X v Y) by 
f(Y, X) = ar(Y)ax(x)(ar(Y))-‘(ax(x))-‘. 
Since f restricted to Y v X is null-homotopic, there is an induced map 
f:Y AXX-+Z(XV Y). 
By definition, the homotopy class offis the Samelson product (Q, 0~~). Then by using the 
H-space structure of sZC(X v Y), (ay, ax) extends to a map 
J(Y A X) +nc(x v Y) 
which is, up to homotopy, 8 restricted to f( Y A X). Higher iterates of the Samelson product 
are used to define 
(~~~((ffy,c1x),ct~), . . . ):Y AX”“-+RIl(XV Y). 
Up to homotopy, this defines 8 restricted to 
J ( Y A x n @I). 
See [6] for further details. Of course, from the work of James [4] there is a quasi- 
isomorphism of singular chain complexes: 
S*@CX) N T(S*(X)) 
where S, denotes the reduced chain complex. Furthermore, 
S*@C(Y V (Y A QEX))) N T@*(Y) + S*(Y)@ T@*(X))), 
and S,(QE(X v Y)) N T&(X) + S*(Y)), where N denotes quasi-isomo~hic. Then there 
is an induced map 
8,: T(A) 8 T(B + B @ T(A)) + T(A + B) 
where A = S*(X), B = s,(Y). 
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The goal of this section is then to define an isomorphism of chain complexes 
a: T(g) 0 T(g’ + 9’ 0 T(g)) + T(g + 9’) (1) 
which is the analogue of 8 for the setting of Leibniz algebras. Note that T(g) and T(g + g’) 
are chain complexes on their own right with differentials dg an ds + s’, respectively. More- 
over, 
T(g’ + 9’ 0 T(g)) 
inherits the structure of a chain complex, since the image of the inclusion map 
T(g’ + g1 0 T(g)) 4 T(g + 9’) 
is a subcomplex of T(g + 9’). Let 8 denote the differential for 
T(g’ + g’ @ T(g)). 
Then the differential for 
T(g) 60 T(g’ + 9’ 8 T(g)) 
becomes 
d(x @ z) = 8(x) @I 2 -I” ( - l)“x @ @(z) 
where x E g@ ” and z E T(g’ + Q’ @ T(g)). With this choice of d, however, the inclusion map 
of the tensor product 
T(g) @ T(g’ + 9’ 63 T(g)) 4 T(g + 9’) 
is not map of chain complexes. To define a, we first introduce notation for elements of 
T(g f 9’). The element 
(x, 0) o 9 + g’ 
will be denoted simply by x and the element 
(03 Y) o 9 + 9’ 
by y. Let X~X~Y~YZX~ denote the element 
(~~,O~~(X2,0) @(O, VI) @(O, Yz) QfX3,O) Ekl “I- 9’)@5. 
Then every element of (g + g’)@” is a k-linear combination of elements of the form 
ZlZ2 . . . z,, where each zi = Xj or Zi = Yj. 
We define a to be the identity map when restricted to the subcomplex T(g) ~$3 T(g’) of 
T(g) @ T(g’ + 9’ 0 T(g)) 
i.e., 
or(XlX2 .. . X,@YlY, ... Yq) = x1x2 *.. XpYiY2 *.’ Y,. 
Since [(x, 0), (0, y)] = 0, we see that a thus far is a chain map. Also define a to be the identity 
when restricted to the subcomplex k 631 T(g’ + g’ 63 T(g)). Letting a denote the element 
(4 0) E g + g’, we set 
a(xl . . . X,@YlY2 ... Y&4 = Xl *-- Xp.<Yi .** Yq’a) 
where 
<Yl *f. y,,a) = y, .** y&z f (-l)q+layi f,l y,. 
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Then define 
a(xl . . . x,@y, . . . yqal 1.. a,) = Xl . . . xp*( ... ((y1 *.. Yq,Ul),~,), a.. a,> 
where 
( ... ((Yl ... Yq,%),~,), e-1 4) = < ... ((Yl *.* Yq,~l),~z), *** 4-1)*%l 
+ ( - l)n+qu”. ( ... ((y1 . . . y,, Ui), a,), . . . a,-1). 
Of course, a is extended to be a k-linear map. 
LEMMA. 1.1. For w = x1x2 . . . xp@ y, . . . y;ul . . . a,, we have 
sod(w) = dg+g’oa(o) 
where d is the difirentiul for T(g) @ T(g’ + g’ @ r(g)). 
Proof: The proof follows by induction on n. The case n = 1 can be checked by hand. 
Now, 
dg+g’a(o)= [dg+g’a(xl . . . x,6yl . . . yqul . . . u,-l]*u, 
+ (-1) “+qdg(xl . . . xp)~a(u,Oyl . . . y,ul . . . 4-d 
+ (- l)“+p+qxl . . . x;dg + g’(a(u, 0 y, . . . yea1 . . . a,_,)) 
n-1 
+ 1 (-l)p+q+“X1 . . . Xp*( “’ ( “’ (y1 ... yq,U,) ..’ [Ui,Un]) “’ )’ 
i=l 
On the other hand, 
ad(w) = [ad(x, . . . xp@ yl . . . yea1 . . . u,-l]*u, 
+ (- l)“+qdg(~l .. . x,).a(u, 6 y, . . . yqul . . . an-I) 
+ (-1) 
n+p+q+ 1 x1 . . . x;a(u,@d”(y, . . . y,al . . . u,-11) 
n-1 
+ iFl (-l)P+q+nX1 ... Xp.( ‘.’ ( “. (y1 *.. yq,Ul) .” [Ui, U,]) .” ) 
where d” is the differential for T(g + g’ @ T(g)). By the induction hypothesis, the first terms 
in both of these sums are equal. Moreover, 
dg + g’a(u, 0 y, . . . y,u1 . . . u,_J = ad(u, 0 y, . . . yqul . . . unml) 
= - a(u, @I d”(y, . . . yqul . . . unml)). 
It follows that ad(w) = dg + g’s(o). q 
Let u be a monomial in the xi’s and Yj’S in T(g’ + g’ 60 r(g)). Define a inductively by 
a(xl . . . xp @ ub) = 
a(xl . . . x, @ u). b for (0, b) E g + g’ 
x1 . . . xp+(lc(u), b) for (b, 0) E g + 9’. 
Here K(U) is defined by the equation 
a(xl . . . x,@u) = x1 . . . x;lc(u). 
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The operation (, ) is bilinear with 
(u, b) = l.4.b - (-1)‘“‘bW 
where 1~1 denotes the length of U. If u = u1u2 . . . u,, with each Ui = Xj or Z.Q = yj, then 1~1 = n. 
LEMMA 1.2. With a deemed as above, we have 
ad = dg i- s’a, 
Proof: The proof follows by induction on the length of u. If b represents the element 
(0, b) E g -I- g’, then 
dg+g’a(xl . . . xp @ ub) = I + II 
where f = d$+s’ (a(xl . . . x, @ u)) * b, and fl represents the sum of bracket terms involving 
b and any 9’ factor of a(xl . . . xp @ u). On the other hand, 
ad(xl . . . x,@ub)=I’+II 
I’ = a(d(xl . . . x~@u))~Y 
II’=a i (-l)p+ixl .,. 
( 
x,6ul . . . [ui,b] . . . u,, . 
i=l > 
By the induction hypothesis, f = I’. One checks that If = 11’. If b represents the element 
(b, 0) E g + g’, then the proof of Lemma 1.1 can be used to show that 
ad = dg i g’a. 
In [S] Loday has essentially constructed a chain map 
h: T(9 + 9) -+ T(g) @ T(9’ + 9’ @ Q3)) 
which we shall show is both a left and right inverse of the “Samelson product” map a. It then 
follows that a is an isomorphism of chain complexes. Let h be the identity map on both 
subcomplexes T(9) and T(g’ + 9’ @ T(g)) of T(g + 9). Loday denotes by C, the subcom- 
plex of 7’(g + g’) given by 
g@” @ (g’)*m @ gBp . . . , n 2 1 and m 2 1. 
It follows quickly that Cs can be identified with 
T(9) Q9 W + 9’ @ T(9)) 
as k-modules. Loday defines a map of chain complexes 
hlc,: Ce -+ T(9) @ W + 9’ (8 T(9)) 
by h = &,,h(? If 
then 
z = x1 .I. x;y, . . . ym.x,+l . . . x,+p’ . . . 
ho(z) = x1 . . . x,@ yz . . . ym*x,+l . . . x,+g’ . . . . 
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For k >, 1, 
h(k)(z) = 1 sgn(o)xl . . . X&ilXi2 . . . Xi,@yi ..+ y, . . . Ri, . . . Zi, ... 
n<i, < . . <i, 
where the sum is extended over all k-tuples of x’s in g + 0 beyond x,. Here G is the evident 
permutation which sends the factors of z to 
A A 
XIX2 *. . X&i, . . . Xikyl s.. y, . . . Xi1 . . . Xi* ... 
The function h is then a well-defined chain map 
h: T(g + g’)+ T(g)@ T(g’ + 9’8 T(g)). 
THEOREM 1.3. The composition ho a is the identity on 
T(g) @ T(g’ + g’ 6 T(g)) 
and a 0 h is the identity on T(g + g’). 
Proof: Let us first show that h 0 a = 1. Clearly, ho a = 1 on the subcomplexes 
T(g) @ T(g) and k @ T(g + g’ 0 r(g)) of T(g) 0 T(g’ + g’ 8 r(g)). Let 
z=xi . . . xP 8 u E T(g) @ T(g’ + g’ 6 T(g)) 
where u is a monomial in Xi’s and yj’s. The proof proceeds by induction on the length of U. If 
IuI = 1, then u = y for some y E g’, and (h 0 a)(z) = z. Suppose that (h 0 a) (z) = z for 1~1 = n. 
If h represents the element (b, 0) E g + g’, then 
hoa(xl . . . x,@ub)=h(a(xl . . . x,@u)b)+(-l)‘“‘-‘h(x, . . . x,b.rc(u)) 
where rc(u) is defined by 
a(xl . . . xp@ u) = x1 . . . x;fc(u). 
Now, 
h(a(xl . . . x,,@ u)b) = (ha(xl . . . x,@u))b+(-l)‘“‘h(x, . . . x,b.ic(u)) 
=x1 . . . x P @ub + (-l)‘“‘h(x, . . . x,b*rc(u)). 
It follows that 
hoa(xl . . . x,@ub)=xl . . . x,@ub. 
If b represents the element (0, b) E g + g’, then 
hoa(x, . . . xp @I ub) = h(a(xl . . . xp @I u)b) 
= (ha(xl . . . xp @ u))b 
=x1 . . . xp Q ub. 
By work of Loday [5], h is known to be an isomorphism. Thus it follows that a 0 h = 1. It 
can also be checked combinatorially that a 0 h = 1, which would give an alternate proof that 
h is in fact an isomorphism of chain complexes. 0 
It follows that 
a: T(g) Q T(g’ + g’ Q T(g)) --+ T(g + g’) 
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is an isomorphism of chain complexes. The domain of M can be written as the direct sum of 
complexes 
k + T(g) f T(W) + T(g)@ iis 
where W = g’ + g’@ T(g), To compare this result with Loday’s [S], note that 
T(g) Qp ?-(I+‘) can be identified with the subcomplex Cg of Tfg + 9’). Moreover, r(w) is 
isomorphic as a chain complex to the direct sum 
T(g’) + W) 
where C(g’) is the subcomplex of T(g + g’) given by 
(g’)@” @ gQam @(g’)@p .. . , n 2 1, m 2 1. 
Arranging the tensor products as in Loday’s paper [S], and applying the classical Kiinneth 
theorem, one has 
where k is a field. 
2. AN APPLICATION TO THE RING OF INFINI’I1E MATRICES 
In this section we apply the Kiinneth theorem to the calculation of 
where R and S are unital algebras over Q. Recall that Cuvier [i l] and Loday [2] have 
shown that for a unital algebra A over Q, 
where HH,_ 1 are the Hochschild homology groups shifted by one dimension. As rings, 
g1(R) + gI(S) = gl(R + S) 
where f- denotes the direct sum. Thus, there are two approaches to the calculation of 
HL*(Sl(R) + 91(S)), one in terms of the factors H&&$(R)), HL,(gI(S)) suggested by the 
Kiinneth theorem, and the other as the direct computation of 
HL*(gl(R + S)). 
We wish to compare these calculations via the “Samelson product” map a introduced in 
Section 1. For any Q-algebra A, the first stepin the calculation of HL,(gI(A)) is to form the 
quotient of the chain complex for Leibniz homology by the adjoint action of gl(Q). See [l 1, 
23. Using invariant theory, the resulting quasi-isomorphic omplex is denoted L,(A): 
QC&lc$ A k QC&] C$ A@’ C ... C Q[&,+l] t A@(“+‘) + . . . . 
Here Xc, denotes the symmetric group on n letters. See [2, l] for an explicit description of the 
boundary map d. In this section we compare the complexes L,(R), L,(S), L,(R + S) by 
analyzing the maps induced by cc and h after applying invariant theory. 
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We first simplify the chain complex L,(R + S) by exploiting the isomorphism [2, p. 141 
HH*(R + S) = HH*(R) + HH*(S). 
Let N”,Y(R) be the chain complex for the Hochschild homology of R [2, p. 91. Often N”,(R) is 
called the cyclic bar construction on R [2], and 
N;Y(R) = R@“‘+ l)+ 
There is an inclusion map of complexes 
1: N’,Y(R) + N”,(S) + N”,Y(R + S) 
l.R@(“+l) + S@(n+l)+(R + S)@@+l) 
and a projection map of complexes 
p : N”,Y(R + S) + N”,(R) + Niy(S) 
p:(R + S)@b+l)+R@@+l) + S@(“+l) 
where kerp=C;=,R@‘QS @(n+1-k). Then par = 1 on Niy(R) + N”,Y(S), and lop is chain 
homotopy equivalent o the identity on N”,Y(R + S), [2, pp. 14,211. We denote a monomial 
in (R + S) @(‘+l) by (x,, xl, 1.. , x,), where each Xi represents the element (xi, 0) E R + S or 
the element (0, xi) E R + S. Consider elements 
aO(xg,x1, .*. ,x.)EQCL,+IIO(R +S)@(“+? 
where for each cycle (oc, or, . . . , q,) of cr, the elements 
x my &I,, . . . ,x0* 
are either all in R or all in S. When we refer to a cycle decomposition of cr, we, of course, 
mean a decomposition into disjoint cycles. Let M,(R + S) denote the vector space spanned 
by Q-linear combinations of such c @ (x0, x1, . . . , x,)‘s. Under the boundary map d of 
L,(R + S), only those Xi’s which correspond to the same cycle are multiplied together [2,1]. 
It follows that M,(R + S) is a subcomplex L,(R + S), and there is an inclusion map of 
complexes 
l:M,(R + S) --) L,(R + S). 
We define a projection map 
TT:L,(R+S)-+M,(R+S) 
of complexes as follows. Recall that for an algebra A, L,(A) splits as a direct sum of 
complexes 1, z 1 P’,“‘, where each P$“’ is isomorphic to the (level-wise) tensor product of 
certain (pre)-multisimplicial k-modules [l] which have the form 
Q [E’,“‘] @ NcY(A)“. 
Here Ctm) is the family of all permutations with precisely m-many cycles and NCY(A)” is the 
m-fold tensor product of the chain complex NcY(A). In multisimplicial dimension 
41, q2, ‘.. 3 4rnP 
if 
CJ @ d E (QL?c”‘l ~3 ~cYb4”h,,, q2, , q.) 
0 = (%I ... wq*)(wql+l ... Wql+q2+l) ... (WN-qm ... WV) 
a=(%,%, *_’ ,qJ@.~ql+lr ... >aq,+q2+1)@ ... Obv-q,, ... 3%) 
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whereN=q,+qz+ ... + q,,, + m - 1. The projection map 
p: N”,Y(R + S) + N”,Y(R) + N”,Y(S) 
can be iterated to define another projection 
18 p@m:Q[@‘)] @I NcY(R + S)m + Q[E’“‘] @ [NcY(R) + Ncy(S)]@? 
Taking the direct sum over m, the above map yields 
n:L*(R + S) + M*(R + S). 
Note that M,(R + S) can be identified with 
m& QC~(,"'I @ CNcY(R) +N”‘(N@‘” 
where we again use the level-wise tensor product of multisimplicial objects. 
LEMMA 2.2. The maps r:M,(R+S)+L,(R+S) and TC:L*(R+S)+M*(R+S) 
induce isomorphisms on homology with integer coefficients. 
Proof. From [l, 2.101 we know that 
H,(Z[C(*m)]; Z)= 
i 
; ;;; 
, ,. 
Since the inclusion map Ncy(R) + NcY(S) + NcY(R + S) induces an isomorphism 
HH,(R; Z) + HH,(S; Z) + HH,(R + S; Z) 
if follows that 
z* : H,(M,(R + S); Z) -+ H,(L,(R + S); Z) 
is an isomorphism. A similar statement applies to the projection 
NcY(R + S) + NcY(R) + NcY(S). 
Of course, the lemma also holds with rational coefficients. 0 
Let g = gI(R) and g’ = gI(S). We now describe the complex 
T(9) @ T(9’ + 9’ @ T(9)) 
with the aid of invariant theory. The chain complex T(g) is quasi-isomorphic to Q + L,(A), 
where Q is in dimension zero. Let C, be the image of the composition of chain maps rt 0 q oj, 
T(g’ + 9’ 8 T(g)) i T (9 + 9’) 3 Q + L,(R + S) 5 Q + M,(R + S) 
where j is the inclusion map, and q is constructed from the quotient map 
gI(R + S)- -+ gl(R + S)@““/gI(Q) N Q[C.] ~231 (R + S)? 
The Lie algebra gI(Q) acts on gI(R + S)@” via the adjoint action [2, p. 281; 123. 
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LEMMA 2.2. With rational coefficients 
H,tC,; Q) N H,tTtg’ + 9’ @ %-W 
Proof: By the results of Section 1, j is injective on homology. Furthermore, q and x 
induce isomorphisms on homology. Rational coefficients are needed to insure that the 
quotient map q is a quasi-isomorphism [2, p. 3261. cl 
There is an alternative description of C, using tensor algebras of R and S. Let 
T’“‘(S + S @ T(R)) 
be the Q-vector subspace of T(S + S @ T(R)) spanned by monomials (x1, x2, . . . , x,,J, 
where x1 E S and in general either xi E S or xi E R for each i. Then C, is the vector subspace 
of 
“3, QCLJ 6 J+“(S + S 8 T(R)) 
spanned by elements of the form 
where for each cycle (oO, wl, . . . , q,) of 6, the entries x,~, x,, , . . . , xwp are either all in R or 
all in S. 
The map h: T(g + 9’) + T(g) 8 T(g’ + g’ @ T(g)) induces a quotient chain map 
hx: Q + M,(R + S) + (Q + L+z(R)) 69 C,. 
For example, let 
z = (0 WW W-0, rl, so, r2,4 E MdR + 9. 
Then 
M4 = (0 l)(ro, rd S(W12)(~0,~2,~~) - (0 WXro, rl, 12) ~3 (W)(SO, 4 
+ (0 l)tW0, rl, r3) 8 tW)ts0, r2) + (0 110 3)tro, rl, r2, r3) 63 (Oko). 
The Samelson product isomorphism 
a: T(g) 6 wf + 9’ 6 T(g)) -+ T(g + 9’) 
can be used to define an interesting chain map 
which involves the action of C, on itself via conjugation. One must first choose a lifting 
Let 
p:tQ + J-+(R)) @ C, + T(g) @ T(g’ + g’ @ T(g)). 
z-w E Q[&,,] 8 T’“‘(S + S 8 T(R)). 
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Let Et, j denote the elementary matrix with c in the i, j position and zeroes everywhere lse. 
Then 
p(a.a@r.w) =(E?ao&?f,~~~, . . . ,J%,,,) 
60 (EnW:i,ro)+n, Enw:~,r(z)+n, . . . , Enw+mnt,r~nr~+n). (3) 
Furthermore, let o x r be the element of C,,,, given by the evident monomorphism 
x. x&II 4 &+?#I. 
Then ~(0. u @ 7. w) is the usual lifting of (a x 7). (u @I w) from invariant theory [2, p. 3071. 
Now ar is defined as the composition q’ 0 a 0 p, where 
q’: T(g + g’) + Q + M,(R + S) 
is the quotient map II 0 q defined previous to Lemma 2.2. Although dp # pd for the 
corresponding boundary maps d, we do have that 
dq’ap = q’dap = q’adp = q’apd. 
The last equality, q’adp = q’apd holds, since adp and apd represent he same element in 
T(g + g’) modulo the adjoint action of gl(Q). It follows that a2 is a chain map. 
LEMMA 2.3. With p as in (3), the induced map 
az:(Q+L,(R))6C,+Q+M,(R+S) 
is gioen by 
aZ(o.uC3z-w)=C +[r-‘(axz)y]*(u@w), 
Y 
where the sum is over all permutations y of 
( Ul, u2, .‘. 3 U”, Wl, w2, ... 7 %lJ 
which occur in the original definition of a. Here y acts on the 
permutation. 
entries of u @ w by place 
Proof The proof follows from [2, p. 282, Lemma (9.2.8)], which states that Weyl’s 
isomorphism of invariant theory [ 133 
d(Q)@W(Q) 7 QCLI 
is &equivariant. The action of & on gl(Q)@” is by place permutation and C, acts on itself 
by conjugation. 0 
LEMMA 2.4. The map az induces an isomorphism on homology, 
(a& :Hd(Q + LW)OC,)+H,(Q + MAR + 9) 
with rotational coefficients. 
Proof Recall that ax = q’ 0 a 0 p, where a and q’ are known to induce homology isomor- 
phisms. Furthermore, over the rationals, 
H,(T(g) 0 T(g’ + g’ @ r(g))) = H,(T(g)) CS H,(T(g’ + g’ 6 r(g))) 
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and 
H,(T(g)) = H,(Q + L,(R)) 
H*(T(S’ + 9’ Q T(g))) = H*(C*)- 
Let a be a cycle in T(g) which represents ahomology class in dimension (n - l), and let b be 
a cycle in T(g’ + g’ @ r(g)) representing a homology class in dimension (m - 1). Since the 
quotient by the adjoint action of gI(Q) on T(g) induces an isomorphism on homology [2, 
p. 3261, a may be chosen to be a finite sum xi AiUi, where Ai E Q and each ai is an n-fold 
tensor product of elementary matrices: 
J%(l) 8 E&z, @ ..* @OX:,,,, 
and c E C,, ui E R. Similarly b may be chosen to be a finite sum Cj pjbj, where pj E Q and 
each bj is an m-fold tensor product of elementary matrices: 
E WI n+l,r(l)+n 03 E%,r(z)+n 6 ... @ E:Y”+mm,,(~n)+n 
where r E C,, Wi E (R u S). Then 
p 
((i 
~&JQ(“1,u2, ... T%)(i) ) ( Q ~)(LicQ1(w19w23 ... 7 i w_,lji>>=(T:“i”i)Q(T:“bj) 
=aQb Cl 
To give these calculations a more geometric flavor, recall [l] that for a group ring 
Q[G], we have 
f&hI(Q CGI )I = H, Wx + WV; Q), 
where ABG = Maps(S’, BG) is the free loop space on BG and Z+ denotes the unreduced 
suspension. For groups G and H there are isomorphisms 
fK+M(QCGI) + sI(QCW) 1: ~LkRQCGl)) * f&M(QWl)) 
N H,(RXC+(ABG); Q) * H,(RX:C+(ABH); Q) 
N H,(ZZ(I:+BG v X+BH); Q). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let R and S be unital Q-algebras. Then with rational coefJicients 
H,(C,; Q) 1: TWH,-IN + HH,-I(S)@ ~W4+4W 
where C, is the image of the composition K 0 q 0 j, 
T (9’ + 9’ 69 T’(d) i T(g + s’) 5 Q + L,(R + 9 : Q + MAR + s) 
g = d(R), g’ = gW. 
Proof: The proof uses the alternative description of C, given after Lemma 2.2 along 
with techniques given in [ 1, 2.11, 2.123 First write C, as a direct sum of complexes 
c ,,,* 1 Ptm), where each Pm) is a chain complex associated to the m-cycles in the family of 
symmetric groups. The homology groups H,(P’““) can be computed by showing that Ptm) is 
quasi-isomorphic to the tensor product certain cyclic bar constructions. Cl 
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COROLLARY 2.6. Let R = Q[G], S = Q[H], X = C, (ABG), Y = E+ (AIM). Then with 
rational coejiicients 
H,tC,; Q) ‘v H,tJV v ty A J-V)) 
where J denotes the James model. 
Proof: Recall [14] that with integer coefficients 
Zf,(ABG; Z) N HH,(Z[G]; Z) 
R,(E+(ABG); Z) N IYZH,_~(Z[G]; Z). 
The result now follows from Lemma 2.5. q 
Using singular homology of spaces, aZ induces a rational isomorphism 
H,tJX) 0 H,(J(Y v (Y A JX))) + H,(J(X v Y)) 
where X and Y are defined in Corollary 2.6. Since there is an isomorphism 
H,tQ + L(R); Q) = H,(JX; Q) 
(and similarly with JY), we may choose an isomorphism c so that the following diagram 
commutes with rational coefficients: 
H&(g) 8 H,(T(g’ + g’ @ %)))~ HL*(g + 9’) 
4+@‘4’lr 1 = 4; 1 = 
H,(Q + L,(R)) 631 H,(G) 3 H,(Q + M,(R + S)) 
i-1 = I= 
H,(JX)BH,(J(Y v (Y A JX)))8’ H,(JW v Y)). 
Here 8, is the isomorphism induced by the homotopy equivalence 8 of the Hilton-Milnor 
theorem, and a, is the inverse of Loday’s Kiinneth theorem isomorphism. Although 5 is not 
given explicitly, the diagram summarizes the relation between the Kiinneth and Hilton- 
Milnor theorems. 
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